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Abstract. Critical infrastructures (CIs) are becoming increasingly so-
phisticated with embedded cyber-physical systems (CPSs) that provide
managerial automation and autonomic controls. Yet these advances ex-
pose CI components to new cyber-threats, leading to a chain of dys-
functionalities with catastrophic socio-economical implications. We pro-
pose a comprehensive architectural model to support the development of
incident management tools that provide situation-awareness and cyber-
threats intelligence for CI protection, with a special focus on smart-grid
CI. The goal is to unleash forensic data from CPS-based CIs to per-
form some predictive analytics. In doing so, we use some AI (Artificial
Intelligence) paradigms for both data collection, threat detection, and
cascade-effects prediction.
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1 Introduction

Critical infrastructures (CIs) include assets that are essential to societal func-
tions. However, natural disasters, malicious attacks and criminal activities rep-
resent potential threats that can disrupt this backbone of national economies.
Power grid is a CI example, which is distinguished by the complexity of its
network and rising concerns over cyber-attack threats. A hypothetical cyber-
attack scenario by Lloyd’s of London in a joint effort with the University of
Cambridge’s Centre for Risk Studies predicts almost 100 million US citizens
would be plunged in a blackout [13] following the cascading-effect of some initial
trigger. Attacks could be initiated in the form of trojans spreading through the
network and compromising power-control stations, in several geographical loca-
tions. The limitations of classical power-network led to the evolving smart-grid
which transforms traditional power-systems into an information system which
can predict and intelligently respond to energy-demand [5].

The smart-grid communication architecture connects an enormous number
of electrical devices, to transport different classes of data. This communication



infrastructure also includes the sensing-devices used to control various power-
grid equipments and monitor related environmental-measures [10]. This intricate
infrastructure is subject to failure risks that range from natural causes to delib-
erate attacks. Indeed, data exposure into cyberspace may lead to breach inci-
dents despite the security-mechanisms employed at the control-level by systems
such as the Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) [2] and the
adoption of proprietary network protocols specifically for the smart-grid at the
data-communication level, such as Home Area Networks (HANs), Building Area
Networks (BANs), Industrial Area Networks (IANs) [19]. This lack of immunity
against threats that could spread across sprawling transmission lines of such
a vital CI, calls for new architectural models to support the evolution of new
situation-awareness and incident-management systems that predict suspected
failures, and support real-time decisions, which prevent or alleviate cascading-
effects.

There are several situation-awareness models discussed in the literature. In
this paper, we advocate Mica Endsley approach, which is one of the most popu-
lar and widely accepted by the research community [3]. This model, illustrated
in Fig. 1, comprises three levels within the situation awareness phase to support
decision-making process, as a precondition for the action impacting CI compo-
nents: perception, comprehension and projection. Following this mode, a poten-
tial threat should draw the attention of CI operators in the perception level.
Subsequently, the nature of the threat is differentiated to comprehend its fea-
tures and damage expectations. Finally, a projected-plan of the cascading-effects
is predicted to anticipate further consequences of the threat. The resulting new
situation is returned by a loop-back control process to continue assessing the
dynamic situation of CI. Based on this situation-awareness model, we develop
a threat-notification and identification approach to perceive and comprehend
the nature of the threat. Our approach uses spatial and temporal measurements
reported by cyber-physical elements embedded within substations of the smart-
grid. In doing so, we classify reported data into threat or non-threat data. A
threat modeler follows to analyze further data features in order to predict threat
consequences and plausible cascading-chain scenarios. Then, a threat-evolution
model projects the cascading-effects across a single-dimensional time-line to es-
tablish a cascading-schedule with decision-points for operators to intervene. This
work is distinguished by its architectural modules which facilitate the develop-
ment of data-intensive techniques across the entire spectrum of CI protection.
These modules streamline data-collection, threat identification and cascading-
chain prediction in cyber-physical-augmented CIs, such as the smart grid.

Critical infrastructures such as energy-related services have become increas-
ingly dependent on cyber-physical systems to facilitate communication, but at
the same time they became vulnerable to cyber-attack threats. Data stores and
analysis mechanisms emerged as a promising countermeasure approach to alle-
viate induced-damages from these threats [7]. Defeating cyber-attacks require
judicious data architectures to harness multidimensional complexities prevailing
in CIs. The architectural model discussed in this paper focuses particularly on



Fig. 1: Situation awareness model [3]

recognizing cyber-attacks which may deliberately incapacitate a smart-grid or
related assets resulting in dysfunctions on dependent CIs. The proposed architec-
ture organizes data to support context-aware decision-making, when designing
prevention (in off-line simulations) or recovery (in online -real-time- deployment)
plans for emergency-response to evolving threats. The remaining sections of this
paper are organized as follows. Section 2 presents some background and state
the problem discussed in this paper. Section 3 reveals a cyber-physical-model
for smart-grid CI. Section 4 shows our reflection of situation-awareness model-
ing for CI protection, following Endsley’s road-map introduced earlier in this
paper. This section includes our threat identification and evolution approaches.
Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 5 with a summary of results and some
of our planned future works.

2 Background and related works

2.1 Contemporary threats to critical infrastructures

Threat triggers are bound to infect CI components in what is known as cas-
cading effects, which gradually increase the magnitude of damages across CI
and dependent operations. Threat evolution models involve procedures to min-
imize the disruptive outcomes from CI components’ failure and accelerate re-
covery. However, the desired resilience index comes at some cost thresholds that
decision-makers need to weight to change the course of cascading events fol-
lowing a detected failure [20]. The high degrees of interdependencies generally
make CI systems more efficient under normal operations but more vulnerable
to cascading-effects when a threat-failure occurs [14]. Incident management in-
cludes organizational and operational readiness, to shift the course of CI threats.
This requires a situation awareness and understanding of CI resources, their tem-
poral attributes to withstand threats and their geospatial distribution to assess
the scale of threat infection. Hence, an increasing focus on incident management
methodologies and supporting tools to empower decision-makers situating key
points in the incident evolution, is being addressed by the research community
to support crisis management around CIs [12, 8, 16]. Nevertheless, CI protection
is a relatively new area of research, whereby contemporary cyber-attacks and
natural disasters have shown that the impact of threats on CIs are analyzed
through offline or real-time simulation tools to predict outcomes and deploy
countermeasures [16]. Earlier studies revealed that threats and vulnerabilities in
CI systems show two important trends in methodologies and modeling. A first



one relates to the identification of methods, and techniques to describe the cur-
rent state of CI, whereas the second trend manages the dynamic evolution of CI
systems by means of simulation techniques including systems dynamics, Monte
Carlo simulation, and multi-agent systems [22]. We address both trends in this
paper, as they are interrelated in a holistic architectural approach to CI security
monitoring.

2.2 Smart-grid monitoring

Smart-grid is an example of CI that weaves power-components and embedded
data to derive information across two-way cyber-communication technologies.
Computational intelligence uses this data to supply algorithms, architectures
and applications needed for the development of smart grid-related operations.

Smart grid data is typically communicated in intervals format. For example,
smart meter records consumption of electric energy in intervals of an hour or
less and communicates that information, at least daily back to the utility for
monitoring and billing. Power systems employ synchronized sampling and mea-
surements with monitoring and control devices operated by SCADA-like systems.
Power measurements are derived from several samples, that are associated with
a data-window spanning the sample set. Simultaneous such measurements may
be considered with several voltages and currents over the same data-window
to form a consistent picture of the power network. This operation facilitates
power-network monitoring, protection and control functions, as well as track-
ing dynamic phenomena that may threaten power networks. Simultaneous mea-
surements can be obtained by synchronizing sampling-clocks across the power
system, at each substation measurement site [18]. Sensing devices monitor the
power flowing over the grid and take snapshots of currents and voltages. Time
synchronized data could be correlated with each other from all sensors (across
substations) to analyze interval-based power-system events, for clustering them
into patterns in order to isolate faults and threat-triggers.

Interval-based events are characteristic for utility services such as the power
grid. The power grid is a system to deliver electrical energy from power plants to
customers. The energy measured in kilowatt hours (kWh) is the integral of the
power (kW) over time. Hence, one can sub-divide time into intervals units such
as hours and monitor the delivery of energy in the grid via these discrete units.
The introduction of smart meters at the consumer premises contributes to the
transmission of such interval-based measurements to grid operators. The smart
management of the power grid does however also create new vulnerabilities,
e.g. by manipulated event messages from smart-meters and other sensors in the
power-grid.

2.3 Data analytics for critical infrastructure protection

Clustering sampled interval-based power-data could contribute to accurate di-
agnosis/prognosis as well as superior levels of situational awareness over smart



grids, in support of operational resilience upon contingencies and malicious at-
tacks[4]. Traditional clustering methods are unsupervised and aim at finding
patterns based on features in the data set [1]. A feature can usually be repre-
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In smart-grid context, multidimensional data vector could refer to voltage, cur-
rent phasors, and frequency measurements at some substation, whereas labels
could refer to anomaly detection levels corresponding to deviations from ex-
pected values. The process of labeling data forms clusters that could be mapped
to benchmarked classification of anomaly schemes.

3 Data architecture for cyber-physical-based
critical-infrastructures protection

We investigate the integration of software agents to testbed CI security, using a
multi-agent system architecture around the Blackboard paradigm for the devel-
opment of a CI analysis toolkit, in the context of power-plant related scenarios
[11] that automate a number of security controls, including preventive and recov-
ery controls. These cornerstone modules to support situation-awareness [21] in
smart-grid infrastructures provide cyberattack diagnosis, as illustrated further in
Fig. 2. From top to bottom, the smart grid architecture could be layered into four
blocks: information, data, sensing/actuating devices and physical-power compo-
nents that make-up the actual power-equipment. Horizontally, power transmis-
sion is carried out by enterprise grid infrastructures, covering various geographi-
cal territories -possibly interconnecting separate grids-, across increasingly dereg-
ulated markets. This level includes high-voltage, long-range lines for transmis-
sion and medium- to low-voltage lines for distribution and electrification across
various national districts.

Fig. 2: Data architecture



In cyber-physical systems (CPSs), it is the data that are valuable for end-use:
hardware, devices and communication technologies are ideally hidden from inter-
facing applications. To inter-operate with diverse applications, a metadata layer
filters out the data across CI components such as smart-grid substations to bridge
with a new range of services including situation-awareness. This architectural ap-
proach offers new levels of remote monitoring services that assimilate multi-scale
data fusion to capture the true CI state. Fig. 3 shows this modeling approach
of CPS as an aggregation of modular and interacting cyber-physical Objects
(CPOs). This data abstraction aims to shield CI-related hardware/system from
digital intrusions beyond advertised CI component’s metadata assets.

CPS modeling for CI protection includes computational entities as well,
driven by cooperating and distributed software agents which oversee CPOs’
interconnection and report grid components’ status indicators on a common
deliberating-structure that facilitates multi-scale fusion. This process is stream-
lined through knowledge sources (KSs) fed by preplanned expert knowledge-
representation in the form of rules to handle threat identification and evolu-
tion. Fig. 4 illustrates a Blackboard-based framework where different types of
agents cooperate to deliberate on situational awareness and related decision-
making operations [6, 9]. Reporting agents trigger events which are maintained
(and possibly ranked) until the agents executing KS activations are scheduled.
As an executing agent reflects the advocated inference on the Blackboard, KS-
execution cycle resumes, given the new inference that might trigger other KSs.
All agents report their observations and intermediate results onto the black-
board, whereas other agents can fuse these results with other reported data to
elaborate situation awareness and potential preventive plans for CI protection.

Fig. 3: cyber-physical system modeling of CI

Following Endsley’s model discussed earlier in the introduction and illus-
trated in Fig. 1, control components watch the blackboard to perceive data,
looking for an opportunity to apply KS expertise. When a pattern is detected,
the corresponding KS is enacted by a handling agent which records its outcomes
on the blackboard allowing other KSs to be enacted. This is the second step in
Endsley’s model to comprehend the threat. This framework appears particularly
suitable as a simulation tool for evaluating and preventing cascading-effect sce-
narios that may be triggered by cyber-attack threats targeting smart-grids, for
example.



Fig. 4: Blackboard-based data fusion

4 Threat identification and evolution management

The next step of situation awareness following threat perception and identifi-
cation, is threat projection into the future (Fig. 1). In CPS-based CIs such as
smart grids, each component may include multi-dimensional inputs from exter-
nal or internal sources of the cyber, physical and social dimensions [15]. Each
dimension may contain several inputs with different quantitative contributions
to the system functions. This data is further interpreted at multiple abstraction
levels. The goal is to detect event-initiators and subsequent dependency-chains.
To detect event-initiators, we adopt a machine-learning technique to spatiotem-
poral interval-data streamed onto the first level of the Blackboard structure.
To evaluate the evolution of the detected incident, KS rules reason around the
threat event and infer new data onto the blackboard

Threat detection is facilitated by a match between some patterns which are
the premises of a KS rule in our proposed framework. This inference predicts
the level of damage from the current CI key-point situation to another key-point
dictated by the KS-inferred course of cascading effects. Stated otherwise, this
problem is about how to select KS rules to meet certain criteria among a number
of candidate rules with various attributes, such as (external) threat type, (inter-
nal) vulnerability level and exposure rate of that vulnerability with respect to
the perceived threat. Formally, given a threat type Ti for which a particular CPO
in a CI has a vulnerability value to that threat Vi and an exposure assessment
Ei, the incurred damage inferred by KS rule is Di.

Ti × Vi × Ei → Di (1)

For example, given a certain threat-type causing a grid node voltage to be
outside well-defined ranges, that affect some vulnerable equipment within that
node. The equipment may be supported by features to sustain current magni-
tudes up to certain ratings, beyond which the equipment’s vulnerability becomes
exposed to the voltage surge. If this condition is met, then other nodes linked
to this node in the grid are expected to be affected by the damage. The magni-
tude of damage may be translated into power-loss, people affected and time to
recover.



However, CPO data reported to the blackboard structure by corresponding
CPS agent have particular characteristics: they tend to be geotagged and in-
cludes numeric and discrete time series information. Spatiotemporal data differs
however from traditional time series data, as they are not reduced to points
associated with timestamps, but their scope extends to a vector of values rep-
resenting CPO readings at some periodic time-instants. This is typical for CI
monitoring, where CPO readings are periodically collected and analyzed. We
consider data a sequence of state points in the space covered by CPS agents,
which reflect successive CI measurements over a continuous time interval, pe-
riodically. CI spatiotemporal data analysis represents both time and space di-
mensions, whereas traditional time-series data is linked to a single homogenous
domain. Next, we discuss our methodology to model these data before revealing
a clustering methodology across multiple level of domains, in order to identify
threat types and triggering issues.

KS rules cluster spatiotemporal data to infer some ground truth about an
evolving threat targeting CPOs. This process allows patterns identification from
CPS data to help CI operators make informed decisions. Using this approach,
CPS data can be labelled and issues can further be explored within a narrowed
solution domain to cope with threats diversity as illustrated in Fig. 5. This
figure shows that threats are identified via their features to aggregate threat
evidences using expert domain knowledge about the features used to charac-
terize potential threats. Subsequent levels consist in fusing these evidences on
the blackboard, based on weighted and averaging operators. This level of fusion
across candida‘xte threat features isolate issues and advocate remedies from KSs
to alleviate incurred damages at threat identification level. However, threats or
some of its impacts may still evolve across CI and could only be identified based
on evolution patterns, in which case a process clustering approach is advocated.
This approach aims at identifying a threat-evolution through the discovery of
correlations between a range of predicted cascading chains.

Fig. 5: Threat information models



4.1 Threat Identification

Clustering is a common technique to extract patterns from data in order to
identify CI threats [17]. However, dealing with time-interval based data requires
specific considerations. For example, CPS data of a power grid CI may drive
interval-based measurements collected by an agent from substation CPSs. To
subsume the multidimensional values of spatiotemporal data, a clustering ap-
proach across multiples euclidian spaces is recommended. There are several ex-
tensions of traditional clustering methods to spatial-temporal domains, although
they still focus on time-series data.

A spatiotemporal-interval data clustering problem is defined as a set of data
points P and a finite set of labels L. Each data point P is associated with at
least two attributes. One represents temporal information, whereas the other
represents spatial information. The goal is to assign each data point a label
l(p) ∈ L. Label selection is based on an objective function F(l) with preset
similarity thresholds among the data points:

F(l) = Fs(l) + Ft(l) (2)

where the first member of the equation represents the spatial similarity of
data and the second member represents the temporal similarity of the data
points, which is associated to a fixed period of time that map interval-data
samples. The objective function has two terms, the first term captures the spatial
information of the threat, and the second term is expected to be associated with
a time-interval based data representing CI state over a period of time.

4.2 Threat evolution

We propose an architectural model illustrated in Fig. 7 to identify sequences of
cascading-effect steps as part of a Threat Evolution (TE) model. Each sequence
corresponds to processes that are identified as plausible members of a cascading
failure from among steps belonging to streams of steps, each describing a CPS
instance failure expectation in CI, given a perceived threat. This expectation
is described in terms of minimum failure time, which is the Minimum Length
of Failure (MLF) i.e time between failure occurring at CPS level and recovery,
as well as Earliest Time of Occurrence (ETO) and Resilience Time (RT) during
which the threat could be absorbed before propagating to other CPSs. A cascade
failure sequence is thus modeleled as a temporal graph, shown in Fig. 6, where
vertices refer to incident ETOs, whereas edges refer to the minimum propagation
time between two incidents.

Accordingly, following an identified incident threat Ti, CPS failure at a node
j that is vulnerable to threat Ti from a neighbouring failure of a node k, is
expected to occur at ETOj , where: ETOj = ETOk +RTij + tkj . RTij is defined
as the resilience of CPSj to threat Ti, and derived as a function of that CPS
vulnerability and exposure to a given threat. That is:

RTij = fTi(Vij , Eij) (3)



Eij refers to exposure level of CPSj to threat i. In a simulation scenario
setup, RTij could be configured to evaluate the threat evolution under different
vulnerability and exposure settings in order to assess the level of preparedness
and induced costs. Alternatively, a normalized resilience index Rij of CPSj to
Threat i, can be expressed as:

Rij =
RTij∑

n=1 RTin
(4)

Fig. 6: Temporal graph of a cascade failure

The identification of a cascade schedule contributes to situation awareness,
and is determined through feature values associated with each candidate se-
quence of steps. These feature values are submitted to a predictor module, as in-
put to generate indicative values on whether a candidate sequence could be part
of TE chain. In doing so, the set of candidate sequences is divided into positive
ones that are deemed comprised within the evolving threat and a negative subset
of steps that are not typically triggered by TE. This approach creates a model
of threat-evolution based on sequences of steps corresponding to TE features.
Each step is associated with a CPS. A cascade modeler may employ a pattern
of steps involved in TE. This module infers a graph depicting a cascading-effect
scenario. This scenario model may include additional parameters that influence
the behaviour of this graph-based representation of TE.

The threat modeler subsystem module takes in input in the form of iden-
tified threat incidents, and uses threat-specific infection propagation rules to
elaborate candidate failure propagation scenarios. Using these infection propa-
gation rules from dedicated KSs, the analysis engine captures the sequence of
cascading effects in the form of a temporal graph. Each graph may have multi-
ple interpretations corresponding to cascade scenarios. Each scenario provides a
different perspective on how the threat may propagate based on individual CPS
vulnerability and exposure assessments with respect to identified threats.



Fig. 7: Cascade failure model

5 Conclusion

We presented a data-oriented architectural abstraction for cyber-threat intelli-
gence to protect critical infrastructures, such as smart power-grids. We showed
how this architecture facilitates the integration of machine-learning techniques
to identify threats, and predict its cascading-effects. We also elaborated on the
capacity of the proposed architecture to deliver a comprehensive level of sit-
uation awareness as part of corresponding decision-support tools. We plan to
validate further the proposed architecture through a simulation-tool that re-
veals decision-points along a predicted situation-awareness timeline to assess CI
resilience against cyber-attack threats.
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